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Abstract 

A new approacl~ is used for the the calculalio~l of transport coefficients for 
dopants and vacancies from atomic jump frequencies in the presence of dopant 
or vacancy gradients. Results are shown for the diffusion under vacancy gra- 
dients with an attractive potential between the dopant and the defect. It is 
demonstrated that for a given vacancy gradient not only the absolute value but 
also the sign of the dopa~rt flux depends on the range ol the binding polential. 

Despite large efforts in recent years, the basic diffusion mechanisms are still under 
discussion. Basically, there are two common formulations of the diffusion equations 
for dopants including the effects of gradients of the point defect concentrations. Ac- 
cording to pair diffusion theories [I], the flux of dopants is predicted in the same 
direction as the flux of the vacancies. On the other hand, atomistic theories neglect- 
ing pair diffusion [2] lead to an opposite direction of the two fluxes. If the dopant 
flux is written as a function of dopant and vacancy gradient as 

then the pair diflusion model [l] will lead to cu = 1 whereas atomistic theories [2] 
correspond to cu = -1. In ( I ) ,  Cd and C, denote the concentrations of dopants 
and vacancies, Di is the normalized dopant diffusion coefficient (scaled with the 
probability of a site to be occupied by a vacancy). Both approaches have to be seen 
as idealizations and the underlying atomistic mechanisms remain unclear. Therefore 
the aim of the present work was to decide which of tlie two models can be derived from 
the vacancy hopping mechanism with an attractive potential between the dopant and 
the vacancy. 
On the other hand, the point-defect gradient term has a non-negligible influence on 
the simulation of dopant diffusion when the vacancy gradients are large as, e.g., during 
transient diffusion after ion implantation. 
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2. Description of the Applied Method 

The atomistic basis for the calculation o i  the dopant and vacancy fluxes is the va- 
cancy hopping model. The only movement allowed is a vacancy hopping to a nearest 
neighbour site thus exchanging its place with either a silicon atom or the dopant 
atom. The probability of such a transition per time (the jump rate) may depend 
on the distance between the vacancv and the d o ~ a n t  atom thus taking into account " 
some kind of force between the defect and the dopant. Special cases are, e.g., tracer 
diffusion where all jump frequencies are equal or the model of I-Iu [3] with 4 different 
jump frequencies which has been used to estimate tlle correlation factor for impuri- 
ty diffusion via vacancies. For tlie calculation shown in this work, 7 different jump 
rates have been used taking into account interactions up to the 3rd coordination site. 
The method applied deals with a statistical ensemble of a limited, three-dimensional 
area of a silicon crystal which is represented by a time dependent two-particle prob- 
ability distribution. c(i, j , t )  is tlle probability that the dopant atom is at site i and 
the vacancy is at  site j. Since interactions of more than 2 particles are neglected, 
c contains all information about the statistical ensemble. Therefore the one- article 
profiles as well as the dopant and vacancy fluxes can be calculated from the two- 
particle probability a t  each time. At the onset of diffusion, the correlated probability 
c(i, j ,0)  is set to the product of the one-particle distributions d(i,O) for the dopant 
and v(j, 0) for the vacancy. This corresponds to a statistical independence of dopant 
and vacancy distribution. Then the Master equation for the correlated probability 
c(i, j ,  t )  is solved to get the time evolution of c(i, j ,  t ) .  The boundary condition is 
particle conserving for the dopant, for the vacancy a constant flux a t  the surfaces 
can be simulated which prevents the vacancy gradient from flattening out too fast. 
The time evolution of c(i, j , i )  corresponds to a relaxation of the system towards a 
local equilibrium within a time scale which is small compared to the time necessary 
to get a major change in the 1-particle profiles d(i,t) and v( j , t ) .  When the local 
equilibrium has Seen reached, transport coeficients can be calculated by dividing the 
fluxes through the corresponding driving forces (gradients). 
The Master equation is solved numerically using an explicit timestep scheme with a 
stepsize of 0.1 (T  is the jump frequency of a free vacancy). 

3. Applications and Results 

The method outlined in tlie previous section has been applied to the open question 
of diffusion theories adressed in the introduction. Calculations have been performed 

C o o r d i n a t i o n  o r d e r  o f  s i t e  

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the vacancy potential as a function of distance from 
the impurity atom at  the origin. The dashed line indicates the potential well caused 
by the impurity. 
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on a simulation area of 7 lattice constants in the x- and y-direction and 8 lattice 
constants in the z-direction (3136 sites) with different attractive ~otent ia ls .  For the 
sake of simplicity, rectangular potential wells are assumed. Pig. 1 shows the schematic 
drawing of a potential well reaching to the 2nd nearest neighbour site. Calculations 
have also been performed for a potential range up to the 1st and 3rd coordination 
site. and without a ~o ten t i a l  well (tracer diflusionl. 
~ u r &  frequencies have been scaled to lhe jump irequency r of a free vacancy, the 
lattice constant a ( 5 . 4 3 1 ~ )  was used as unit for lengths. This means that fluxes 
are given in units of r / a 2 ,  diffusion coefficients in r . a', time in 1, and densities in 
l/a3. The initial conditions were a homogenous dopant profile of 2.5 . . $ and a 
constant vacancy gradient of 6.6. .$  in the z-direction (the values result from a 
normalization condition). The constant surface vacancy flux was 6 .10-5 .5 .  This was 
chosen so that the vacancy profile changes as little as possible and the equilibrium 
establishes as fast as possible. All jump frequencies were set to T except for the one 
which leads out of the potential well which was set to re,, = 0.02 . r .  Thus, the 
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Figure 2: Evolution of dopant and vacancy fluxes with time b r  an attractive potential 
ending a t  the 2nd coordiilation site. 

probability for the pair to dissociate was 50 times smaller than for staying together. 
Fluxes and diffusion coefficients are evaluated a t  a site in the center of the calculation 
area. 
Fig. 2 shows the results for a potential range up to the 2nd coordination site. Local 
equilibrium is established after about 60 A .  The absolute value of the dopant flux 
in the equilibrium is larger than a t  t = O due to the higher probability of a vacancy 
staying a t  neighbouring sites after the formation of pairs. The direction is opposite to 
the vacancy flux. In Fig. 3, the underlying potential ranges up to the 3rd coordination 
site. Due to the larger radius of the pairs, the time required for local equlibrium to 
establish is longer (about 120 +). At about t = 201, the sign of lhe dopant flux 
changes, both fluxes are now in the same direction corresponding to the predictions 
of pair diffusion theories. The absolute value of Ed is also increased due to the larger 
vacancy density around the dopant. 
The vacancy gradient stays constant throughout the calculation to within 10 percent. 
Table 1 lists the results for the vacancy diffusion coefficient D, and the normalized 
dopant transport coefficient T: = a .  Di. The errors are estimated from variations a t  
sites around the centre. Notice that for tracer diffusion random walk theory can be 
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Figure 3: Evolution of dopant ar~d vacancy fluxes with lime for an attraclivc potcntial 
cnding at  the 3rd coordination site. 

uscd to calculate thc cxact valucs L)pC = -T:~'"" = 0 . 1 2 5 ~ .  a'. As table 1 sliows, 
D, is rcduccd with increasing potcntial raligc duc to thc i~lcrcasirlg probability [or 
Llle vacancy to bc bound to thc dopar~t. 

Table 1: DiJTc~sion and transport cocfficicnts 

Dopant transport coeficients for dillusion c~ntler vacancy gradients have been calcu- 
latcd on the basis of Llle vacancy hopping ~riecl~a~lism with difTerenL llinding potentials 
between dopant and vacancy. 'l'lic rcsults of this work show that both, pair diffusion 
modcls [I] and tile theory of Maser [2], can be explained will1 tile vacancy hopping 
sneclianisrn, depending only on thc typc of i~lteraction potcntial. 

rPote~ltial range 

D, [T . n v  
Tj  [T . a 2 ]  
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0.120 +/- 0.008 
-0.120 $1- 0.007 

- 1st coo. site 

O . K - t / -  0.007 
-0.300 $1- 0.015 

2nd coo. sitc 
0 .  I0 l -I/-] 
-0.541 $1- 0.03 

3rd coo. site 
0.079 +/- 0.012 
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